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Cross-cultural comparison of attitudes using rating scales may be
seriously biased by response styles. This paper deals with statistical
methods for detection of and correction for extreme response style
(ERS), which is one of the well-documented response styles. After
providing an overview of available statistical methods for dealing
with ERS, we argue that the latent class factor analysis (LCFA)
approach proposed by Moors (2003) has several advantages compared to other methods. Moors’ method involves defining a latent
variable model which, in addition to the substantive factors of interest, contains an ERS factor. In LCFA the observed ratings can
be treated as nominal responses, which is necessary for modeling
ERS. We find strong evidence for the presence of ERS and, moreover, find that the groups differ not only in their attitudes but also
in ERS. These findings underscore the importance of controlling
for ERS when examining attitudes in cross-cultural research.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Public, political, and social scientific awareness of a rapidly globalizing
world has provided an enormous impetus for the cross-cultural study
of empirical value and attitude patterns in recent decades. More and
more surveys are conducted in culturally diverse populations, either
within one country or between two or more countries. A well-known
single-country study with a cross-cultural focus is the General Social
Survey in the United States. Well-known examples of cross-national
studies are the International Social Survey, the European Social Survey,
the European Values Study, and the World Values Study. The growing
number of cross-cultural surveys and the wealth of publications that is
forthcoming from these data are a testament to the heightened interest
in cross-cultural differences in attitudes and values.
Cross-cultural analyses yield crucial insights into the substantive
attitude and value structures of culturally diverse populations. It is likely
that people who come from different sociocultural backgrounds will
interpret the world differently. Their frame of reference forms a tool to
make sense of the world and is influenced by cultural values and norms
that are transmitted in their upbringing, neighborhood, and school.
These experiences culminate in a certain pattern of values, attitudes,
and behavior (Wallace and Wolf 1998). The goal of most cross-cultural
studies is to reveal the differences in these reference frames in order to
explain cross-cultural differences in behavior.
However, the validity of such studies can be seriously reduced by
biases distorting the measurement of attitudes and possibly affecting
the outcome of cross-cultural comparisons (Van de Vijver and Leung
1997). For example, it is not always evident whether a set of items measures the same attitudinal construct in each cultural group. A specific
type of bias that distorts attitude measurement in general and therefore plays an important role in the literature on survey methodology is
response style behaviors, which have been described as “the systematic
tendency to respond to a range of questionnaire items on some basis
other than the specific item content” (Paulhus 1991:17). In this paper,
we focus in particular on methods for detection of and correction for
extreme response style (ERS) behavior because its presence may invalidate group differences in attitudes measured by rating questions (for
instance, see Bachman and O’Malley 1984; Clarke III 2001; De Jong
et al. 2008; Greenleaf 1992a). An extreme response style results in a
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response pattern where a respondent predominantly selects the outer
response categories of rating questions irrespective of his or her opinion. This response behavior confounds attitude measurement because
the nonrandom response error blends with the content of the items
that is intended to reflect an underlying attitude. It also has a biasing
effect on the average value of the responses and on their correlations
with covariates of interest. Of particular relevance for cross-cultural research is that it has repeatedly been shown that the presence of extreme
response style differs across cultures (for instance, see Clarke III 2001;
Gibbons, Zellner, and Rudek 1999; Harzing 2006; Hui and Triandis
1989; Johnson et al. 2005). Since both attitudes as well as the extreme
response style can differ cross-culturally, comparison of these attitudes
between ethnic groups can reflect cultural differences in attitudes or
response style (Eid, Langeheine, and Diener 2003), a type of problem
that is sometimes also referred to as the duality between genuine and
stylistic variance (Poortinga and Van de Vijver 1987).
Although applied researchers are usually aware of these complicating issues, they often silently assume that their measurements
can be compared across groups and that response style behavior does
not seriously affect their measurements. Needless to say, such assumptions should be empirically investigated. Moors (2003, 2004; see also
Green and Citrin 1994) not only strongly advocated this basic principle but also observed that there is no single accepted methodological
approach for dealing simultaneously with construct inequivalence and
response style behavior, although it is generally accepted that both distort the comparison of attitudes across groups. Moors (2003, 2004)
showed how to use the latent class factor analysis (LCFA) model proposed by Magidson and Vermunt (2001) to define a statistical model
for detecting attitudinal differences in culturally diverse groups that
are corrected for group differences in extreme response style behavior. Moors’ method involves defining a latent variable model that, in
addition to the substantive factors of interest, contains an ERS factor. This LCFA approach bears close resemblance to the confirmatory factor models proposed for dealing with an acquiescent response
style (Billiet and McClendon 2000; Cheung and Rensvold 2000). Differences are that in LCFA the latent variables are treated as ordinal and, moreover, that the ratings can be treated as nominal items,
which is necessary for modeling ERS, as will be shown in the remainder of this papaer. Recent advances in statistical software for
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latent structure analysis make this model readily available to applied
researchers.
This paper contributes to the existing literature in several ways.
We provide the reader with an overview of approaches for detecting
extreme response styles in survey data. In addition, we give a step-bystep exposition of the modeling approach proposed by Moors (2003,
2004) for detecting and adjusting for response style behavior in culturally diverse groups, and we discuss how it relates to other approaches.
Furthermore, we propose an important extension of Moors’ original
model by making more strict (ordinal) assumptions about the items’
relationships with the content-related factors. This not only leads to
more parsimonious models but also makes a more clear distinction between the content-related factors and the response-style factor. Moors’
approach as well as our extended LCFA approach are illustrated using data from the Dutch survey “The Social Position of Ethnic Minorities and Their Use of Services” (SPVA), 1 which allows the investigation of—and correction for—differences in extreme response
style behavior between four culturally diverse groups. Thus, we heed
the call of many authors, including Van de Vijver and Leung (1997,
2000), Cheung and Rensvold (2000), Krosnick (1999), Moors (2003,
2004), and Green and Citrin (1994), and empirically investigate the degree to which response style behavior confounds the measurement of
attitudes.

2. METHODS FOR DETECTING EXTREME RESPONSE
STYLE: AN OVERVIEW
Extreme response style is commonly defined as the tendency of respondents to express themselves extremely by choosing the end points on a
rating scale, independent of the extremity of their opinions. This tendency is typically assumed to exist irrespective of the substantive item
content but to show up in consistency with the positive or negative

1
In Dutch, the abbreviation SPVA stands for Sociale Positie en Voorzieningengebruik van Allochtonen (Social Position and use of Facilities by Immigrants).
We thank Data Archiving and Networked Services (DANS) for providing the data
files.
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formulation of an item 2 (De Jong et al. 2008; Greenleaf 1992b; Moors
2004; Paulhus 2002). Whereas several studies have found ERS to be a
consistent individual difference (e.g., Hamilton 1968; Peabody 1962),
others find that the influence of ERS changes as the survey progresses
(Hui and Triandis 1985; Krosnick 1991), as the questions are formulated
in another language (Gibbons, Zellner, and Rudek 1999), or as different survey methods are used (Bachman and O’Malley 1984; Van Herk,
Poortinga, and Verhallen 2004). Following Hui and Triandis (1989)
and Podsakoff and colleagues (2003), we argue that the occurrence of
ERS is the result of an interaction of characteristics of the respondent
and of the item concerned. More specifically, ERS is a characteristic of
the respondent (a trait) indicating whether he or she tends to answer
more extremely than other respondents in the investigated population.
The degree to which this tendency actually appears in a particular rating
scale depends on item characteristics such as response format, item content, location in the questionnaire, and so forth. Thus, some questions
are more likely to elicit extreme response style than others.
Whether an extreme answer reflects a truly extreme attitude or
rather ERS is impossible to determine from a single response. However,
with multiple ratings it is sometimes possible to determine whether
a respondent tends to provide more extreme answers than others in
the sample. Several methods—ranging from straightforward descriptive methods to rather advanced statistical models—have been developed to measure ERS using multiple ratings. Whereas some researchers
are mainly interested in methods for detecting ERS (De Jong et al. 2008;
Greenleaf 1992b; Hui and Triandis 1989; Johnson et al. 2005; Sudman
and Bradburn 1974), others focus on methods for correcting the biasing
influence of ERS on the measurement of attitudes (Greenleaf 1992a;
Marin, Gamba, and Marin 1992; Saris 1998), or comparing the influence of ERS on attitudes across different survey methods (King et
al. 2004; Saris and Aalberts 2003; Weijters, Schillewaert, and Geuens
2008).
The easiest and most intuitive method for detecting ERS is to
construct an ERS sum-score index (Gibbons et al. 1999; Harzing 2006;
Johnson et al. 2005). Such an index is obtained by dichotomizing the
2

This separates extreme response style from acquiescence, where respondents tend to agree or disagree with all items of a set regardless of their positive or
negative content (Moors 2004: 304).
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original items, where 1 refers to an extreme answer and 0 to one of
the other item categories, and subsequently counting the number of
extreme answers (number of 1s). The validity of such an ERS measure is
improved by using a set of items that are unrelated in content. Greenleaf
(1992a) developed a specifically designed measurement instrument for
ERS consisting of unrelated 16-items, which was included in a survey
by Arce-Ferrer (2006).
Greenleaf’s ERS scale or a sum-score using related items in content can be used not only to detect respondents with ERS but also to
assess differences in ERS between sociocultural groups as well as to control for ERS in subsequent statistical analysis (Bachman and O’Malley
1984; Clarke III 2001; Hui and Triandis 1989; Marin et al.1992). The
measurement of ERS by means of a separate ERS scale has found very
limited application, for various reasons including the additional costs
it involves during the data collection process (De Jong et al. 2008).
Despite its simplicity, the use of the sum-score method with survey items developed for the measurement of one or more substantive
dimensions has several drawbacks as well. The first drawback is that the
recoded items no longer reflect the attitude dimensions of interest. It is
clear that by collapsing the responses into two new categories (extreme
versus remaining answer categories), which is needed for the calculation of the sum-score, most information about the underlying attitudes
(reflected in the original response scale) is lost. Another drawback is
that the ERS dimension may be confounded with substantive dimensions when items used to measure ERS are related in terms of attitudes
(De Jong et al. 2008; Greenleaf 1992b). Typically, a large number of
items on different topics are included to ensure that no single dominant attitude dimension has a substantial effect on the item responses.
However, in the sum-score method it is not possible to control the ERS
measurement, the reason being that pairs of items may be associated
because they concern the same attitude or correlated attitudes. A final
problem is that all items get the same weight when constructing the
ERS scale, which is incorrect when proneness to ERS differs across
items.
An alternative approach that overcomes the problems associated with the sum-score method involves the use of a latent variable
model, such as an item response theory (IRT) model, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) or structural equation modeling (SEM), or latent
class analysis (LCA). First, in a latent variable model the items can be
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FIGURE 1. The latent variable model for the detection of a response style.

used in their original scales rather than in their dichotomized extreme
response forms. This makes it possible to account for the substantive
correlations among items measuring the same construct by including a
separate latent variable for each construct. Second, in a latent variable
model we can also include a latent variable representing the response
style. This makes it possible to measure ERS controlling for substantive
factors and vice versa. The latent style factor may have different effects
across items, which is a way to take into account that items may be
differently affected by ERS or—related to this—that some items may
simply be inappropriate for detecting ERS. Lastly, and most importantly in the context of cross-cultural research, such a latent variable
model may yield estimates for the group differences in attitudes while
controlling for group differences in ERS.
An example of such a latent variable model is depicted in
Figure 1. Here, Y1–Y10 represent item responses, F 1 and F 2 are two
substantive factors, and ERS is the extreme response style factor. Ethnicity is a covariate affecting the substantive factors as well as the ERS
factor. Note that when a separate measurement instrument for ERS is
available, it could be used as an observed control variable or as a latent
control variable with its own indicators in the latent variable model for
the substantive factors of interest.
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De Jong et al. (2008) proposed an IRT model for measuring
ERS, which assumes that a continuous, stable, latent ERS trait underlies an individual’s observed extreme response pattern in a multiple item
set. An important feature of their model is that they use the items in
dichotomized form (extreme versus remaining categories). Since IRT
models typically assume unidimensionality—in other words, only one
latent variable is included in the model (for instance, see Sijtsma and
Molenaar 2002)—a multidimensional extension was needed to be able
to control for correlations caused by content factors. As De Jong et al.
indicated, their method improves on existing procedures by allowing
items to be differentially useful for measuring ERS and by relaxing the
requirement that the items in an ERS measure should be (marginally)
uncorrelated, which allows the construction of an ERS measure based
on substantively correlated items and eliminates the need for a dedicated ERS scale. A disadvantage of this approach is that it uses the
items in their dichotomized form, which means that most of the information about the attitudinal constructs is lost. Another disadvantage is
that estimation of the parameters of the model by De Jong et al. (2008)
requires the use of rather complex Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) procedures, which makes the approach less accessible to applied researchers.
A model for dealing with response styles using the original ordinal items was proposed by Rossi, Gilula, and Allenby (2001). It is
a hierarchical multivariate probit model with a location and a scale
parameter that varies across individuals. Though it can capture various types of scale usage heterogeneity (this is what they call response
style), it cannot deal with ERS as defined in the current paper—namely,
the tendency to select the more extreme (or more moderate) response
irrespective of whether the true option is negative or positive. Johnson (2003) proposed an extension of the Rossi et al. (2001) model that
overcomes this limitation; that is, he defined a heterogeneous threshold
model that can be seen as a model in which the person-specific scale
factors differ across item categories. Two simplifying assumptions made
by Johnson are that thresholds are symmetric across negative and positive responses and equal across items. It should be noted that neither
the model by Rossi et al. (2001) or the one by Johnson (2003) is an
IRT or factor analytic model. However, Johnson (2003) showed how
his model can be used to define a latent variable model with substantive
factors in addition to response style factors. Both the Rossi et al. (2001)
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and Johnson (2003) models require tailor–made MCMC procedures for
parameter estimation.
Two types of methods for investigating response styles have been
proposed within the CFA or SEM framework, which is more accessible to applied researchers than IRT modeling. The first approach uses
multiple-group CFA techniques (Byrne 1989; Byrne, Shavelson, and
Muthen 1989), sometimes referred to as multiple-group LISREL modeling (Joreskog 2005). Rather than specifying a latent variable model
with a response style factor as displayed in Figure 1, we use a model
with content factors only. The aim is not to measure ERS but to check
whether differential response styles distort the comparison of attitudes
across groups. When item intercepts and factor loadings are invariant
across groups, it is argued that the group comparison is not biased by
differential response style effects (Van de Vijver 1998; Van de Vijver
and Tanzer 1997). As Cheung and Rensvold (2000) show in a simulation study, differential ERS across groups results in noninvariant factor
loadings (larger loadings for the more extreme group), and it may also
affect item intercepts. This multiple-group SEM approach is useful if
we wish to check whether group comparisons are invalidated by a differential response style. One limitation of this approach is, however,
that it is a rather indirect way to deal with response styles: noninvariant intercepts and loadings may also be caused by factors other than a
differential response style. Another limitation is that it cannot be used
to measure or correct for differential response styles.
A second, very different use of CFA for the investigation of
response styles involves the inclusion of a response style as a separate latent variable (factor) that directly affects the observed variables
(items), in addition to the content-related latent factors (Billiet and
McClendon 2000). The basic idea is that controlling for response style
in attitude measurement requires the simultaneous specification of a
response style factor and at least one substantive factor, the latter being
measured by a balanced set of items. Our model depicted in Figure 1
is in agreement with the approach of Billiet and McClendon (2000), in
which two related attitudes and one style factor measuring acquiescence
are distinguished. We included two weakly related attitudes because the
validity of the measurement of the response style increases when it occurs across items that are weakly related, or unrelated: The association
between the items measuring unrelated substantive dimensions can be
explained only by the response style factor. At the individual level, this
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TABLE 1(a)
Pairwise Response Combinations that Are More Likely for Two Items Measuring
the Same Attitude (with the Value of the Attitude Enclosed in Parentheses)
Totally
Disagree
Totally disagree
Disagree
Neither agree
nor disagree
Agree
Totally agree

Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Agree

Totally
Agree

X (−)
X (−)
X (0)
X (+)
X (+)

means that respondents who are subject to ERS are more likely to select
the extreme response categories in both item subsets, controlling for his
or her true scores on the two substantive dimensions.
Billiet and McClendon (2000) and Welkenhuysen-Gybels, Billiet, and Cambré (2006) used this SEM-based model for measuring and
correcting for acquiescence. Although a conceptually similar approach
could be used for detecting ERS, there is one fundamental reason why
the structural equation approach has not been applied for this purpose: ERS has a nonmonotone effect on item responses. Whereas factor
analysis assumes a linear (and thus monotonic) relation between latent
variables and item responses—a higher factor score induces a higher
response 3 —the influence of ERS is nonmonotonic in the sense that
a higher ERS score increases the response probabilities for both the
lowest and the highest category. The two-way tables that follow clarify
the difference between a monotonic and a nonmonotonic pattern by
showing how these patterns impact the association between two items.
Tables 1(a) and 1(b) show the dominant association pattern between two items arising from a shared attitude factor and ERS, respectively. The Xs indicate that combinations of responses can be expected
to be more likely than responses that are independent, and the symbol
enclosed in parentheses indicates whether these responses are given by
persons with a low (−), middle (0), or high (+) attitude/ERS score.
Table 1(a) shows that for items measuring the same underlying construct, cell frequencies on the diagonal of the table can be expected
3
A higher score on the latent factor will induce a lower item score when
the loading is negative.
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TABLE 1(b)
Pairwise Response Combinations that Are More Likely When Both Items Are
Affected by ERS (with the Value of the ERS Factor Enclosed in Parentheses)
Totally
Disagree
Totally disagree
Disagree
Neither agree
nor disagree
Agree
Totally agree

Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Agree

X (+)

Totally
Agree
X (+)

X (−)

X (−)
X(0)

X (−)
X (+)

X (−)
X (+)

to be larger, with respondents having a negative value on the attitude
dimension scoring low (disagree or totally disagree) on both items and
respondents with high values scoring high (agree or totally agree). Table 1(b) illustrates the very distinctly different pattern arising from the
nonmonotonic effect of an ERS factor: Cell frequencies for combinations of two extreme responses (irrespective of their direction) are
larger because these are selected by individuals with positive scores on
the ERS factor, and cell frequencies for two nonextreme responses are
larger because these are selected by individuals with negative scores on
the ERS factor. This means that when responses are affected by ERS,
the association pattern of two items measuring the same attitude will be
a mixture of these patterns shown in Tables 1(a) and 1(b). The association between two items measuring different dimensions will be of the
form of Table 1(b), though in the case of correlated dimensions it may
also be a mixture between 1(a) and 1(b), but the importance of 1(a) will
be much less than for items measuring the same dimension.
The nonmonotone association implies that the relationship between the latent variable representing the response style and the item
responses will be U-shaped (or even more complex) in the item. Specification of such a relationship requires using either complex nonlinear
terms or treating items as nominal rather than ordinal/interval measurements. It will be clear that this is not possible within a standard
SEM-framework that relies on linear relations and interval (or ordinal)
level measurements (Joreskog 1994, 2005). Therefore, the structural
equations approach where the response style is included in the SEM
model as a separate latent variable cannot be applied to the case of
ERS.
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3. DETECTION OF ERS BY LATENT CLASS FACTOR
ANALYSIS
Moors (2003) developed an SEM-like model for dealing with ERS
using the latent class factor analysis (LCFA) approach proposed by
Magidson and Vermunt (2001). The key contribution of Moors’ study
is that it resolves the problem of the standard SEM-approach discussed
above; that is, it allows defining a U-shaped relationship between the
latent ERS factor and the item responses. Using an empirical example,
Moors showed that ignoring ERS may yield latent attitudinal factors
that are seriously confounded with ERS. This emphasizes the usefulness
of latent class factor analysis (LCFA) and the importance of correction
for ERS.
The main differences between latent class analysis (LCA), IRT,
and CFA/SEM concern the assumptions about the measurement levels
of the item responses and the latent variable(s). In LCA and IRT the
observed responses can be assumed to be measured at a nominal instead
of an interval or ordinal level, as in CFA (Heinen 1996; Skrondal and
Rabe-Hesketh 2004). Rather than analyzing a data set summarized in
the form of a covariance matrix and a mean vector, LCA and IRT
use the original response patterns that are typically summarized in
a multidimensional frequency table. As was already indicated above,
being able to treat the items as nominal makes it possible to detect that
some respondents are more likely to choose the extreme categories in
both directions, controlling for their true opinions.
Whereas in SEM (as in IRT) the latent variables are assumed to
be normally distributed continuous variables, they are either specified
as nominal in standard LCA or as ordinal in LCFA. The LCFA model
proposed by Magidson and Vermunt (2001) is actually a variant of latent
class analysis with multiple ordinal latent variables. Similar to factor
analysis, it can be used in a more exploratory way or, as we do here,
in a confirmatory way. It should be noted that the distinction between
discrete latent variables with ordered categories (LCFA) and continuous
latent variables (SEM or IRT) is not fundamental for the detection of
ERS. In fact, the model we propose can be tested within the IRT as
well as the LCA framework, the only difference being the assumed
measurement level for the latent variables. A model similar as to the
one proposed by Moors (2003) could also be defined using continuous
latent variables—that is, as a multidimensional variant of an IRT model
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called the nominal response model (Bock 1972). Such a model could
even be estimated with the same software used by Moors and in this
paper—that is, by defining the latent variables to be continuous instead
of ordinal (see also the appendix).
The LCFA model is graphically presented in Figure 1. We denote the scores of person i on the substantive factors by F 1i and F 2i
and on the ERS factor as E i . The response of individual i to rating
item j is denoted by Y ij , a particular response by c, and the number
of response categories by C. Whereas standard factor analysis involves
defining linear regression models for the items with the latent factors
as predictors, Moors’ LCFA model for ERS involves defining multinomial logistic regression models for the item responses with F 1i , F 2i , and
E i as predictors. Since the assumed distribution for the latent variables
does not alter the model part for the item responses, we define it without explicitly specifying whether the latent variables are continuous or
discrete. We show below how the latent variables can be modeled as
discrete interval variables, as suggested by Moors (2003). This is the
relevant regression equation for Y ij :
P(Yi j = c|F1i , F2i , Ei )
exp(β0 j c +β1 j c F 1i +β2 j c F 2i +β3 j c Ei )
.
= C
d=1 exp(β0 j d +β1 j d F 1i +β2 j d F 2i +β3 j d E i )

(1)

The β parameters are the item parameters to be estimated: β 0jc
is an intercept term, β 1jc and β 2jc are slope parameters corresponding
to the substantive factors, and β 3jc is a slope parameter for the ERS
factor. The index j expresses that parameters may differ across items.
As is typical in multinomial logistic regression models, each category of
the item concerned has its own set of parameters, which is expressed by
the index c (Agresti 2002). For identification purposes, the parameters
should be fixed to 0 for one category or be restricted to sum to 0
across response categories. We used the latter constraint, which is often
referred to as effect coding. Note that the ERS model for the ten items
depicted in Figure 1 assumes that the first five items are not related to
F 2i , which means that their β 2jc parameters are assumed to be equal to
0. Likewise, the last five items are assumed to be unrelated to the first
substantive factor.
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The desired interpretation of the latent substantive factors is
that the higher a respondent’s position on the latent dimension concerned, the more likely it is that he or she gives a high response (or a
low response for a reversed formulated item). Such an interpretation is
valid in the model defined in equation (1) if the β parameters for the
substantive factor increase (decrease) monotonically across response
categories. The ERS dimension measures the extent to which a respondent prefers the extreme answers relative to the other respondents in
the sample. Thus, a higher score on the ERS dimension means that a
person is more likely to give an extreme response than another person
with the same value on the content factor. We stress that a low score on
the ERS dimension does not necessarily imply an absence of ERS but
instead indicates the opposite tendency—that is, a larger preference of
nonextreme answers compared to other respondents. The interpretation
of the ERS factor is valid if the extreme answer categories (for example,
categories 1 and 5 on a five-point scale) have positive β 3jc values, but the
nonextreme categories (for example, categories 2 and 4) and possibly
also the middle categories have negative values. The larger the β 3jc values, positive and negative, the stronger the items concerned are affected
by ERS. This illustrates clearly that the interpretation of the style factor
is always post hoc; that is, it is based on the pattern of estimated values
of the item- and category-specific parameters for the style factor. Since
these parameters are not restricted, it is possible that we find a response
style other than ERS—for instance, acquiescent response style (ARS).
Similar to the attitude, ARS would correspond with positive values for
the agree categories and negative values for the disagree categories. To
distinguish between ARS and the attitudes, a balanced set of items is
required because both ARS and the attitude affect the item responses
linearly. To distinguish between a positive attitude and ERS, such a
balanced set is not required as—in contrast to the attitude—the category item-parameters are affected by ERS in a nonmonotone manner.
Nevertheless, a balanced set of items could increase the validity of ERS
measurement as it allows differentiating between positive ERS (totally
agree) and negative ERS (totally disagree) (see Harzing 2006).
As explained above, the modeling of the effect of ERS requires
that items are treated as nominal response variables, as is done in equation (1). However, this requirement does not apply to substantive factors. Note again that a valid interpretation of these factors requires that
their β parameters are monotonically increasing (decreasing) across
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response categories. So, in fact, it would be more natural to treat responses as ordinal in their relationship with the content factors—that
is, to impose restrictions which guarantee a monotone relationship between F and Y . This can be achieved by means of an adjacent-category
ordinal logit specification, which is also used in IRT models for rating
items, as in the partial credit model (Masters 1982).
The specification of such a restricted model for ERS is possible
because an adjacent-category logit model is a restricted multinomial
logit model (Agresti 2002). More specifically, we assume that
P(Yi j =c|F1i , F2i , Ei )
exp(β0 j c +β1 j c F 1i +β2 j c F 2i +β3 j c Ei )
.
= C
d=1 exp(β0 j d +β1 j d F 1i +β2 j dF 2i +β3 j d E i )

(2)

The imposed constraints are β 1jc = β 1j c and β 2jc = β 2j c, which
automatically guarantee that the implied β 1jc and β 2jc are monotone in
c. The parameters for the ERS factor remain unchanged compared to
equation (1). This hybrid ordinal-nominal regression model can also be
written as a linear model for the logit of responding in category c+1
instead of c; that is,
log

P(Yi j = c + 1|F1i , F2i , Ei )
P(Yi j = c|F1i , F2i , Ei )

= (β0 j c+1 − β0 j c ) + β1 j F 1i + β2 j F 2i + (β3 j c+1 − β3 j c )Ei .

(3)

This equation shows how the various model parameters are related to the adjacent-category logits. The β 1j and β 2j parameters are
thus effects on the adjacent-category logits. Note that the effect of the
ERS factor on the adjacent category logit (β 3jc+1 – β 3jc ) should be negative when comparing categories 2 and 1 and positive when comparing
categories 5 and 4, assuming we have a 5-point scale. The same model,
but now formulated in term of odds instead of logits, is as follows:
P(Yi j = c + 1|F1i , F2i , Ei )
P(Yi j = c|F1i , F2i , Ei )
= exp(β0 j c+1 − β0 j c ) exp(β1 j ) F 1i exp(β2 j ) F 2i exp(β3 j c+1 − β3 j c ) Ei
(4)
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These exponentiated parameters are the ones that typically will
be interpreted.
One advantage of this more restricted specification compared
to the one proposed by Moors (2003) is that it is more parsimonious.
Rather than C − 1 parameters for each item, only one parameter has to
be estimated to capture the influence of the attitude on an item response.
This single parameter is similar to a factor loading in standard factor
analysis. A second advantage is that the relationship between content
factors and the responses are forced to be monotone, which gives the
model structure a clearer distinction between the ERS factor on the
one hand and the content factors on the other hand. The restriction
imposed in equations (2) can be tested by comparing the fit of this
model with the fit of the unrestricted model of equation (1).
We will show below that the ERS factor specification can also
be similarly be restricted using scores for the response categories—for
example, scores with a W-shaped or U-shaped pattern. A U-shaped
pattern can be obtained, for example, using scores 1.5, −1, −1,−1, and
1.5 or equivalently 1, 0, 0, 0, and 1. 4 We will specify such models to
investigate the robustness of the results obtained with an unrestricted
ERS factor. Until now, we did not provide any details about the specification of the latent variables in the proposed ERS model. One option
is to assume that these are continuous normally distributed variables,
in which case the model estimation by maximum likelihood involves
the numerical approximation of a three-dimensional integral. Another
option, also used by Moors (2003), is to treat the latent variables as discrete variables with a few (e.g., three) ordered categories. Such a discrete
specification with ordered classes can be perceived in two different ways:
We can firmly believe that there are three classes or we can see it as a way
to approximate a continuous distribution with an unknown (possibly
non-normal) form. Some authors refer to the latter as a semiparametric
or nonparametric specification of the distribution of a latent variable
(Heinen 1996; Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh 2004). In fact, an ordinal
specification is more flexible than a continuous specification because
no unverifiable distributional assumptions are made. The latent classes
are merely assumed to represent three points with equal distances on an
4

The model remains unchanged when applying this same linear transformation of each of the scores; adding 1 and dividing by 2.5 does not change the
model.
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underlying—possibly continuous—dimension, which is achieved by assigning scores to the classes of −1, 0 and 1 (in the case of three classes).
A larger number of classes could be used to position the respondents
more accurately on the ERS dimension; however, in our analysis this
does not alter the conclusions with regard to ERS. Another specification issue related to the latent variables is that they can be regressed
on covariates—for example, on a set of dummies for the cultural group
one belongs to (see Ethnicity in Figure 1). The regression model used
for the ordinal latent variables is also an adjacent-category ordinal logit
model.
Figure 1 shows that the substantive factors are allowed to be
correlated with one another but that the ERS factor is assumed to be
uncorrelated with the substantive factors. We make the latter assumption because it seems to be logical in most applications; that is, usually
there is no reason to assume that a person’s response style is correlated
with the substantive dimensions to be measured. It should, however, be
noted that it is not a problem to relax this assumption. We can simply
include the associations between the substantive factors and the style
factor in the model, which will have little impact on the measurement
part of the model.

4. APPLICATION
The data used to illustrate the ERS model described in the previous section come from the Dutch survey named SPVA (see footnote 1), which
was repeated every four years from 1988 until 2002. For our study, we
use the data collected in 2002 among the four largest ethnic minorities
in the Netherlands—namely, Turks, Moroccans, Surinamese, and Antilleans. Note that only the answers of the heads of the households are
included in the analyses to secure independent observations. Response
rates lie between 44% for Surinamese and Antilleans and 52% for Turks
(see Table 2). Among the topics treated in the survey are family values, work values, religion, women’s emancipation, work, and education
(Dagevos, Gijsberts, and Van Praag 2003). In this application, we use
two sets of five questions, each subset referring to a cultural dimension;
that is, attitude toward the Dutch society and beliefs about the autonomy
of the children within the family. The respondents were asked to report
on a fully labeled 5-point Likert scale, ranging from totally agree (1) to
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totally disagree (5), with neither agree nor disagree as a neutral midpoint.
For the statistical analyses, the category order was reversed in order to
facilitate the interpretation of scale that now runs from a negative (1)
toward a positive (5) response to the item.
Table 2 reports the means of the ten items for each of the four
ethnic groups. While these groups are fairly similar when it comes
to their attitude toward the Dutch society, Turks and Moroccans are
slightly more positive—on average—about the autonomy of the children compared to Surinamese and Antilleans. Note that a high score
on the attitude toward the autonomy of the children actually means
that they have little tolerance toward children making their own decisions. However, to reach more valid conclusions about the differences
between these groups, confounding factors, such as differential ERS,
should be controlled for since they may have biased the measurement of
attitudes.
We estimated various LCFA models using the SPVA data. For
this purpose we used the syntax module of the Latent GOLD 4.5 program 5 (Vermunt and Magidson 2008), a program for the maximum
likelihood estimation of latent class models and other types of latent
variable models. Table 3 reports the log-likelihood and BIC values for
the most relevant models. BIC can be used to compare models with one
another: The lower the BIC values the better the model is in terms of fit
and parsimony. It should be noted that several of the estimated models
are nested; for example, models with and without ERS factor are nested
when the remaining part is the same. The former can be obtained from
the latter either by fixing the β parameters for the ERS factor to 0 or
by reducing the number of categories of the ERS factor to 1. However,
as is known from model selection in latent class and mixture modeling,
models with different numbers of classes cannot be compared using an
asymptotic likelihood-ratio test because certain regularity conditions
have not been met (McLachlan and Peel 2000). A possible way out
would be to use likelihood-ratio tests with bootstrap p values, which
are, however, rather computationally intensive procedures. We thus decided to use only BIC for model selection, which is the most common
procedure in latent class analysis.

5
See the appendix for details on model specification using the syntax
module of the Latent GOLD 4.5 program.
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TABLE 2
Mean Observed Item Response Per Ethnic Group (N = 3574)
Turks
Factor 1: Attitude Toward Dutch Society
Item 1: In the Netherlands
3.53
immigrants get
(1.058)
many opportunities
Item 2: The Netherlands
2.80
(1.015)
is hostile to immigrantsa
Item 3: In the Netherlands
3.40
your civil rights as an
(0.905)
immigrant are respected
Item 4: The Netherlands is
3.03
a hospitable country
(0.971)
for immigrants
Item 5: The Netherlands is
3.83
tolerant toward foreign
(0.909)
cultures
Factor 2: Autonomy of the Children
Item 6: Children should
3.69
live at home
(1.049)
until marriage
Item 7: Elderly should be
3.13
able to move in with
(1.129)
their children
Item 8: Adult children
3.88
should be able to move
(0.884)
in with their parents
Item 9: Parents should
3.11
always be respected, even if
(1.147)
they do not deserve it based
on their behavior or attitude
Item 10: Older family members
4.11
should have more influence
(0.830)
in important decisions (for
instance, about moving) than
younger ones
N
914
0.52
Response Rate (%)b

Moroccans Surinamese Antilleans
3.42
(1.075)

3.26
(1.106)

3.24
(1.148)

2.47
(0.879)
3.55
(0.857)

2.40
(0.880)
3.52
(0.862)

2.52
(0.906)
3.44
(0.843)

3.47
(0.915)

3.69
(0.885)

3.60
(0.908)

3.57
(0.872)

3.84
(0.815)

3.69
(0.830)

3.76
(1.120)

2.94
(1.272)

2.59
(1.233)

3.79
(0.965)

3.10
(1.153)

3.01
(1.175)

3.94
(0.852)

3.32
(1.081)

3.14
(1.110)

3.36
(1.127)

2.86
(1.115)

2.88
(1.092)

4.21
(0.890)

3.61
(1.111)

3.70
(1.094)

862
0.52

1016
0.44

782
0.51

Note: Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
a This item has a reversed formulation.
b The response rate excludes those who were not at home, refused, or otherwise were
unavailable (see DANS 2005: 44).
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TABLE 3
Goodness of Fit Statistics for Latent Class Factor Models (N = 3574)
Model
(A) Null model
(B) One-factor model
(B 1 ) Model B + style factor
(B 2 ) Model B + ordinal specification
(B 3 ) Model B + ordinal specification
+ style factor
(C) Two-factor model
(D) Model C + style factor
(E) Model C + ordinal specification
(F) Model C + ordinal specification
+ style factor

LogLikelihood

BIC

Number of
Parameters

−47616.6
−44513.0
−43032.7
−46196.9
−43196.7

95560.4
89696.8
87079.9
92835.6
87162.5

40
82
124
54
94

−43910.2
−42233.8
−45008.3
−42338.0

88515.8
85506.6
90466.6
85469.6

85
127
55
97

Models A, B, and C are models with 0, 1, and 2 substantive
factors but without a style factor. Note that the null model (Model A)
assumes that item responses are independent of one another. Based on
the BIC values, it can be seen that a two-factor model outperforms a
one-factor model, which is, of course, in agreement with what could be
expected given the content of the items. In Model D the style factor is
included, and finally in Models E and F the items are treated as ordinal
in relation to the substantive factors, with Model F also including a
style factor. The analyses in Models D, E, and F are repeated in Models
B 1 , B 2 , and B 3 , which contain only one substantive factor.
Inspection of the β 1jc and β 2jc parameters (loadings) obtained
with Models C—not shown here—pointed out that the relationships
between the items and the two factors are not monotonic, as is required for a valid interpretation of the substantive factors. In fact, the
loadings were more in agreement with the type of U-shaped pattern corresponding to an ERS factor: positive values for the lowest and highest
categories and negative values for the other three categories. Such a
pattern is more likely to be associated with a response style such as
ERS than an attitude and led us to conclude that the factors that were
supposed to measure substantive content are confounded with ERS.
Not surprisingly, the inclusion of an additional factor measuring ERS
improves the model fit considerably, as can be seen by comparing the
BIC values of Models C and D. Moreover, the β 1jc and β 2jc coefficients
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of Model D show a monotone pattern: They increase or decrease—
depending on the item formulation—along the response scale. These
results show that controlling for ERS ensures an interpretation of the
two content factors as could be expected.
As a last step, we specified the more restricted variant of Moors’
ERS model described in equation (2); that is, the items were treated
as ordinal instead of nominal in their relationship with the substantive latent variables. Whether such ordinal restriction is appropriate
when controlling for ERS is confirmed by the monotone pattern in the
multinominal logit coefficients in Model D. Lastly, we could check the
appropriateness of the ordinality assumption in Model F by comparing
the BIC value of Model F with Model D, which shows that the model
with the linearity restriction on the category-specific loadings is the one
that should be preferred. Note that the ordinal restriction deteriorates
the model without a correction for ERS (compare the BIC of Model C
and Model E) due to the presence of the nonmonotone pattern that is
caused by ERS.
To check whether the style factor is not just absorbing misspecifications of the substantive dimensions (for example, that the cross
loadings are wrongly assumed to be equal to 0), we estimated a series
of models similar to Models D, E, and F but with only one substantive
factor. These three variants of Model B are called Model B 1 , B 2 , and
B 3 , respectively. As can be seen, according to the BIC criterion, Models
B 1 , B 2 , and B 3 fit much worse than Models D, E, and F, which shows
that we really need two substantive factors in addition to a style factor. This is confirmed by the parameter estimates for the ERS factor
in Models B 1 and B 3 , which show an ERS pattern and not a pattern
corresponding to a substantive dimension.
Table 4 reports the β 1j , β 2j , and β 3jc parameters obtained with
Model F. As can be seen, for the two substantive factors we have one
parameter per item and for the response style factor we have five parameters (which sum to 0). For the interpretation of these β parameters it
is important to note that the latent variables are specified to have three
ordinal categories scored as −1, 0, and 1. Since the logit parameters
are effects of a one-point change in the latent variable, these parameters
correspond to a shift from class 1 to class 2 or from class 2 to class 3. For
the substantive factor the classes correspond with a negative, neutral,
and positive attitude respectively. The three ERS classes can be labeled
low, middle, and high (see also the discussion below).
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TABLE 4
Parameter Estimates Obtained with Model F, Containing the Two Content
Factors and One Style Factor (N = 3574)
Factor 1:
Factor 2:
Attitude Toward Autonomy
Dutch Society of Children
Item 1
Item 2
Item 3
Item 4
Item 5
Item 6
Item 7
Item 8
Item 9
Item 10

1.03
(0.06)
−1.03
(0.06)
2.68
(0.17)
2.11
(0.13)
1.29
(0.08)
1.50
(0.12)
1.25
(0.09)
1.51
(0.12)
0.98
(0.08)
0.74
(0.05)

Factor 3: ERS Factor
TD

D

N

A

TA

1.70
(0.12)
1.47
(0.18)
2.19
(0.22)
1.38
(0.16)
1.30
(0.12)
1.87
(0.13)
1.89
(0.12)
1.91
(0.13)
1.13
(0.10)
1.63
(0.12)

−1.32
(0.09)
−0.98
(0.09)
−1.81
(0.13)
−1.46
(0.10)
−1.46
(0.10)
−1.46
(0.10)
−1.30
(0.09)
−1.40
(0.09)
−1.50
(0.09)
−1.21
(0.08)

−0.39
(0.08)
−0.56
(0.07)
−1.26
(0.12)
−0.67
(0.09)
−0.57
(0.09)
−0.25
(0.10)
−0.45
(0.08)
−0.45
(0.09)
−0.27
(0.12)
−0.37
(0.07)

−1.13
(0.09)
−1.19
(0.08)
−1.39
(0.14)
−1.18
(0.11)
−0.73
(0.11)
−1.26
(0.10)
−1.36
(0.09)
−1.42
(0.11)
−0.89
(0.11)
−1.31
(0.08)

1.13
(0.16)
1.26
(0.12)
2.26
(0.34)
1.93
(0.24)
1.47
(0.24)
1.10
(0.12)
1.22
(0.14)
1.36
(0.19)
1.54
(0.20)
1.27
(0.12)

Note: Standard errors are shown in parentheses. All parameters shown here are
significantly different from 0 at p< .05. Item category labels are denoted by TD (totally
disagree), D (disagree), N (neither agree nor disagree), A (agree), and TA (totally agree).

When ordinally restricted as in Table 4, the β coefficients are most
easily interpreted in terms of effects on the adjacent category odds ratios
(see equation 4). For example, a one-point change in the latent factor
measuring the attitude toward the Dutch society increases the odds of
choosing category c + 1 rather than category c by a factor 3, exp (1.03),
for the first item. It can be seen that there are large differences across
items in the strength of their association with the substantive factors.
The category-specific β parameters belonging to the ERS factor
show the expected nonmonotone pattern: The higher the respondents’
ERS scores, the more likely they are to select the outer categories and
the less likely they are to select the other categories. The style factor has
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a large effect on the item responses that can be seen by computing its effects on the odds of choosing totally agree over agree or choosing totally
disagree over disagree. For the first item, these odds increase by a factor
20 and 10 [exp(1.70 + 1.32) and exp(1.13 + 1.13)], respectively, when we
change from one class to the next. Thus, the higher respondents stand
on the ERS dimension, the (much) more likely they are to choose totally
agree (totally disagree) instead of agree (disagree). We emphasize that
this result is given the substantive factors, meaning that this respondent
selects these categories more often than would be expected on the basis
of his or her attitude.
The parameter estimates of Model F confirm that the style factor
is indeed an ERS factor. However, we did not indicate a priori that the
parameters should have the specific structure corresponding to ERS. To
investigate the robustness and validity of the encountered ERS factor,
we will compare Model F with models using more restricted specifications for the ERS factor. Moreover, we will check the validity of
our ERS factor by comparing it with ERS scores obtained using two
other methods described in our overview—that is, with an ERS index
and an IRT-based ERS score using all 55 rating items from the SVPA
survey.
Restricted variants of Model F in which the β parameters for
the relationship between the ERS factor and the responses are specified
to have W-shaped or U-shaped patterns can be obtained in a similar
way as the ordinal models for the content factors—that is, by using
prespecified scores for the categories of response variables. A W-shaped
pattern (Model F 1 ) is obtained using category scores 1, −1.5, 1, −1.5,
and 1, and a U-shaped pattern (Model F 2 ) using scores 1.5, −1, −1, −1,
and 1.5. These two specifications differ in the treatment of the middle
category, which is either assumed to be similar to the outer or the inner
categories as far as the relationship with the style factor is concerned.
As can be seen from the fit measures reported in Table 5, both Model F 1
and Model F 2 are fit worse fits than the unrestricted Model F, showing
that the restriction of the midpoint category parameter to exactly equal
the outer or inner category parameters is too strong. However, based
on the fact that Model F 2 fits better than Model F 1 , it can be concluded
that the style factor is better approximated by a U-shaped pattern of
category parameters than a W-shaped pattern. We also estimated a
model using category scores 1.25, −1, −0.5, −1, 1.25 (Model F 3 ) in
which the middle category is assumed to be similar to inner categories
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TABLE 5
Fit Measures for Variants of Model F Using a Restricted Specification for the
Style Factor (N = 3574)
Model

LogLikelihood

BIC

Number of
Parameters

(F) Model F
(F 1 ) Model F + W-shaped pattern
(F 2 ) Model F + U-shaped pattern
(F 3 ) Model F + W-U-shaped pattern

−42338.0
−43126.0
−42535.9
−42434.3

85469.6
86800.2
85619.9
85416.9

97
67
67
67

Note: The W-shaped pattern is obtained using category scores 1, −1.5, 1, −1.5, and
1; the U-shaped pattern with scores 1.5, −1, −1, −1 and 1.5, and the W-U shaped with scores
1.25, −1, −0.5, −1, and 1.25.

but not identical. According to BIC, this very parsimonious model
should be preferred over the unrestricted Model F.
Using the results of our LCFA model, it is possible to compute
an ERS score for each individual in the sample (these are posterior
mean estimates). As indicated in our overview, there are also other
methods to compute ERS scores, two of which are the ERS index and
the IRT-based ERS score. We recoded all rating items of the SPVA survey (55 in total) as 0 (nonextreme response) and 1 (extreme response).
The ERS index is simply the proportion of items with an extreme response. 6 Moreover, we estimated a unidimensional IRT model using
these 55 dichotomous items, and computed IRT-based ERS scores. 7
The LCFA-based ERS score (using Model F) correlates strongly to the
ERS index (.81) and IRT-based ERS score(.76). The fact that these
scores based on 55 items correlate highly with our ERS score demonstrates the validity of our procedure. The ERS score based on Model F
also correlates highly with the scores based on the restricted models F 1 ,
F 2 , and F 3 —that is, .88, .95, and .99, respectively. This shows that the
6
This ERS index is similar to the index discussed in the overview in Section
2. The proportion is based on the items without missing values.
7
This is a slightly simplified version of the IRT modeling approach proposed by De Jong et al. (2008), as we do not account for the fact that despite
recoding into 0 and 1, items measuring the same substantive dimension may still be
more strongly related to one another. However, the style factor turned out to capture 93.3% of the interitem associations, showing that the remaining associations
are not very large. The IRT model was estimated using ML with the missing values.
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proposed procedure is robust toward the specification used for the ERS
factor.
In the literature, different meanings are attached to the dimension underlying an extreme response style factor (Greenleaf 1992b).
Some characterize the dimension as representing the tendency to select extreme responses (for instance, see De Jong et al. 2008); others
start from the point of view that the dimension describes the dispersion of responses around the center of the response scale (for instance,
see Baumgartner and Steenkamp 2001). Both argue that one end point
corresponds to a response pattern containing many extreme responses
and signifies “strongly affected by ERS”. In our view, the conceptualization of the other end point depends on the operationalization of
ERS. In the sum-score method, where one simply counts the number
of extreme responses, the opposite end point of the dimension represents response patterns with few extreme responses—that is, with the
tendency to prefer the nonextreme categories agree, disagree, or neither
agree nor disagree.
Table 6 reports the probabilities of belonging to each of the three
ERS classes (based on Model F) given the number of responses in
the extreme, adjacent, and middle categories, respectively. As expected,
the class membership probabilities conditional on the number of extreme responses show that the smaller this number, the more likely a
respondent belongs to class 1; the larger this number, the more likely
a respondent belongs to class 3. For the number of responses in the
adjacent categories, the opposite pattern occurs: Many such responses
make it more likely to belong to the first class while few of them make
it more likely to belong to the third class. As far as the number of responses in the middle categories is concerned, it can be observed that
the larger this number, the more likely that a respondent belongs to the
second class of the ERS factor. These findings seem to indicate that the
ERS dimension picks up both the tendency to select as well as to avoid
extreme responses, irrespective of the respondent’s attitude. However,
more research is needed to confirm whether this interpretation of the
ERS factor is useful and valid in other situations.
One purpose of our research was to investigate the attitude differences between the four ethnic groups as well as how these differences
are confounded by differential response styles. In Table 7, every model
mentioned in Table 2 includes ethnicity dummies as predictors in the
regression equations for the latent variables. The fact that the likelihood

0.82
0.44
0.09
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.45

Overall

1

0.44

0.18
0.56
0.90
0.96
0.85
0.64
0.28
0.07
0.01
0.00
0.00

2

0.11

0.00
0.00
0.01
0.03
0.15
0.36
0.72
0.93
0.99
1.00
1.00

3

3574

1605
587
424
283
192
164
98
89
71
35
26

N

0.45

0.54
0.51
0.46
0.39
0.33
0.27
0.10
0.07
0.03
0.02
0.01

1

0.44

0.32
0.38
0.43
0.50
0.59
0.68
0.83
0.90
0.94
0.98
0.98

2

0.11

0.13
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.07
0.05
0.06
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02

3

ERS Class

ERS Class

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Number

Midpoint Responses

Extreme Responses

3574

1113
810
610
449
264
173
83
48
19
3
2

N

0.45

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.04
0.14
0.26
0.42
0.66
0.89
0.98

1

0.44

0.07
0.17
0.37
0.62
0.83
0.82
0.74
0.58
0.34
0.11
0.02

2

ERS Class

0.11

0.93
0.82
0.63
0.36
0.13
0.04
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

3

Adjacent Responses

3574

76
111
153
208
258
388
417
494
495
490
484

N

TABLE 6
Membership Probabilities for the Three ERS Classes Given the Number of Extreme, Middle, and Adjacent Category Responses
Obtained with Model F (N = 3574)
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TABLE 7
Goodness of Fit Statistics for Latent Class Factor Models with Ethnicity Included
as a Covariate in Every Model (N = 3574)
Model
(A g ) Null model
(B g ) One-factor model
(C g ) Two-factor model
(D g ) Model C g + style factor
(E g ) Model C g + ordinal specification
(F g ) Model C g + ordinal specification
+ style factor

LogLikelihood

BIC

Number of
of Parameters

−47616.6
−44482.9
−43815.4
−41850.4
−44699.1
−41950.6

95560.4
89661.3
88399.8
84838.0
89921.9
84793.0

40
85
94
139
64
109

values of all models in Table 7 show a significant improvement of the
fit of the models in Table 2 indicates that ethnicity is indeed associated
with the (supposed) substantive dimensions.
Table 8 reports the logit coefficients for the ethnicity dummies in
the regression models for the latent factors as obtained with Model C g ,
Model D g , Model E g , and Model F g (the subscript g stands for group).
Note that the parameters for Turks are fixed to 0, which means that this
category serves as the reference category. A positive parameter value
means that the group concerned is more likely to belong to a higher
class than the Turkish respondents.
First, the encountered group differences in ERS show that Moroccans are somewhat more likely to use the extreme categories and
Surinamese somewhat less likely than Turks. This differential ERS can
only partially explain the encountered differences between the models
with and without ERS. These are mainly the result of large, individual
differences in response style existing within groups. Second, Table 8 illustrates that ERS suppresses the group differences somewhat and that
the standard errors are smaller in Models C g and E g . Although not
further investigated, this finding indicates that the ordinal specification
used not only in our LCFA analyses but also in our multigroup SEM
analyses removes the contamination of the items parameters by ERS.
Nevertheless, a correction for ERS is preferable to avoid misspecifications and type II errors.
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TABLE 8
Effect of Ethnicity in Model C g , Model D g , Model E g and Model F g (N = 3574)

Ethnicity
Model C g

a

Turks
Moroccans
Surinamese
Antilleans

Model D g b Turks
Moroccans
Surinamese
Antilleans
Model E g c

Turks
Moroccans
Surinamese
Antilleans

Model F g d

Turks
Moroccans
Surinamese
Antilleans

Factor 1:
Factor 2:
Attitude Toward Autonomy
Factor 3:
Dutch Society of Children Correlation
ERS
0.00

0.00

0.18
(0.11)
0.82
(0.11)
0.46
(0.12)

−0.33
(0.11)
1.28
(0.12)
1.33
(0.13)

0.00

0.00

0.38
(0.11)
1.08
(0.12)
0.60
(0.14)

−0.52
(0.12)
1.67
(0.15)
1.85
(0.15)

0.00

0.00

0.42
(0.10)
1.11
(0.14)
0.59
(0.18)

−0.52
(0.12)
1.32
(0.12)
1.81
(0.15)

0.00

0.00

0.42
(0.10)
1.15
(0.15)
0.70
(0.17)

−0.45
(0.11)
1.60
(0.15)
1.87
(0.17)

Note: Standard errors are shown in parentheses.
a No style factor and nominal specification of items
b With style factor and nominal specification of items
c No style factor and ordinal specification of items
d With style factor and ordinal specification of items

0.93
(0.13)
0.38
(0.13)
0.89
(0.13)
0.66
(0.16)
−0.09
(0.13)
0.42
(0.15)
0.57
(0.15)
0.06
(0.17)

0.10
(0.08)
−0.02
(0.08)
0.09
(0.09)

0.30
(0.12)
0.37
(0.11)
0.66
(0.13)
0.24
(0.18)
−0.04
(0.12)
0.57
(0.14)
0.57
(0.17)
0.19
(0.20)

0.00
0.14
(0.08)
−0.16
(0.08)
−0.06
(0.08)
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5. DISCUSSION
The findings of Moors (2003, 2004) have been confirmed in our study.
First, the response style factor turns out to affect the responses to such
an extent that it invalidates substantive findings when not controlled
for. This is due to the fact that the presence of ERS causes the items to
be related to the supposed substantive factors in a nonmonotonic rather
than a monotonic way. Second, when not controlled for, response style
affects the encountered differences between culturally diverse groups.
The inclusion of the style factor yields not only more valid substantive
factors but also more valid conclusions with respect to the group differences on these factors. Third, we proposed the items to be ordinally
restricted in their relation to the substantive factors but to remain unrestricted (nominal) in their relation with the style factor. This more
parsimonious model turned out to be the preferred model specification
in our application. Finally, we showed that the ordinal specification
suppresses the influence of ERS on the items.
The ERS models discussed in this paper can be expanded in
several interesting ways. The unrestricted style factor is able to detect
not only a nonmonotone pattern caused by ERS but also a monotone pattern caused by other response styles such as the acquiescent
response style (ARS). This unrestricted modeling approach can always
be used to detect a response style even though the type of response
style that can be detected may not be known beforehand. In this sense
the method is exploratory. Similar to the association model (Goodman
1981), the category scores are estimated in Model F without assuming equal distances or order. Any kind of survey would permit the
unrestricted approach; however, we believe that the W pattern particular to the extreme response style is most likely to be found in Likert scales (Chun, Campbell, and Yoo 1974; Cronbach 1950; Peabody
1962). If the unrestricted Model F should be applied to other survey
designs, other response styles such as acquiescence can appear. Estimating models in which the parameters of the response style factor
are restricted to a particular pattern (e.g., the W-shaped pattern) may
be applicable in survey designs where knowledge of a particular response style may become available during the course of the study, as
might occur in research studies using panel designs. For example, the
unrestricted model may be used to detect a particular response style in a
first wave of data collection, with more restricted models being tested in
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subsequent waves, given the findings of the unrestricted model in the
first wave.
More than a single style factor can be incorporated in the model,
but then the post hoc interpretation of the category-specific item parameters can no longer be used to label the multiple response style
factors. Multiple style factors require a more confirmatory approach
by imposing a priori restrictions on the response style parameters so
that they are in agreement with a particular response style. For example, in the case of a 5-point scale, category scores with a U-shaped
pattern could be used for an ERS factor (as in our Model F2) and
monotonic category scores (−2, −1, 0, 1, and 2) for an ARS factor, with the additional restriction that the effect of the ARS factor
should be positive irrespective of the positive or negative wording of
the item concerned. Note that the modeling of ARS requires balanced
item sets in order to be able to differentiate between ARS and substantive factors. Although in Likert type data the unrestricted style
factor can detect ERS and ARS in balanced item sets, this modeling
approach can be used across survey designs to detect other response
styles.
Another possible extension is to allow (some of) the parameters
of the measurement model to be group specific. The relationship between the items and the substantive factors can be made group specific,
as can their relationship with the ERS factor. Another possible extension is the inclusion of additional predictors for which we would like to
control the encountered ethnic group differences in the latent factors.
Examples of such predictors are individual characteristics such as educational attainment, language proficiency, and age. A third possible
extension is the integration of the proposed ERS model into a more
general structural equation modeling framework in which one latent
variable is used as a predictor of another latent variable.
In this study, we have illustrated the effect of an extreme response style on a response pattern of a Likert scale in general and,
more specifically, on the validity of cross-cultural comparisons. The
proposed ordinal restriction yields simpler models that do not have a
worse fit and facilitate the interpretations of the model parameters. We
recommend that survey researchers include an unrestricted style factor in their models for measuring attitudes in a more valid manner. In
summary, we emphasize here the need for detecting and correcting for
extreme response style in cross-cultural research.
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APPENDIX: LATENT GOLD 4.5 SYNTAX USED FOR THE
MOST COMPLEX MODEL
We used the syntax module of Latent GOLD 4.5 to estimate models
A to F in Table 2 and Model A g to F g , in Table 5. The variables and
equations sections of the syntax file for the most complex model F g are
as follows:
.
variables
dependent
Y1 nominal, Y2 nominal, Y3 nominal, Y4 nominal,
Y5 nominal, Y6 nominal, Y7 nominal, Y8 nominal,
Y9 nominal, Y10 nominal;
independent ethnicity nominal coding = first;
latent
F1 ordinal 3 scores = (−1 0 1),
F2 ordinal 3 scores = (−1 0 1),
ERS ordinal 3 scores = (−1 0 1);
equations
F1 <- 1 + ethnicity;
F2 <- 1 + ethnicity;
ERS <- 1 + ethnicity;
F1 <-> F2 | ethnicity;
Y1 -- Y5 <- 1 + (∼ord) F1 + ERS;
Y6 -- Y10 <- 1 + (∼ord) F2 + ERS;
.

In the variables section we provide the relevant information on
the dependent, independent, and latent variables to be used in the analysis: The dependent variables are nominal, the independent variable is
nominal with the first category as the reference category (which overrides the default effect coding), and the latent variables are ordinal with
the specified category scores. The first three equations define the regression models for the latent variables—which contain an intercept
(indicated with “1”) and an effect of ethnicity—and the fourth defines the association between F1 and F2 (which is allowed to vary
across ethnic groups). The last two equations define the multinomial
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regression models for items Y1 to Y5 and Y6 to Y10, respectively. The
term “(∼ord)” before F1 and F2 indicates that the nominal dependent
variable concerned should be treated as ordinal in this term. As an alternative, we could define the items to ordinal instead of nominal and
put “(∼nom)” before ERS to indicate that the ordinal items should be
treated as nominal for these terms.
The other estimated models can easily be derived from this syntax
example. For example, removing “+ ethnicity” and “| ethnicity” for the
first four equations yields a model without ethnic group difference in the
latent variables, removing “(∼ord)” yields a model in which the term
concerned remains a standard multinomial logit term, and removing
ERS from the latent variable definition and the equations yields a model
without ERS factors.
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